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Stochastic and thermodynamic approach to metabolism 
 

A biological cell transforms nutrient resources in order to maintain its metabolism 

and in order to grow. The thermodynamic efficiency of that process is of great interest in 

order to understand cellular growth. Recent progresses in experimental techniques, based 

on microfluidic devices, now allow to access the fluctuations of concentrations of key 

metabolic enzymes at the single cell level. These enzymes are typically involved in 

growth and regulation processes. These experiments call for new models in order to 

describe the dynamics of their concentration fluctuations and their coupling to cell 

growth. In addition, we seek a simple theoretical explanation based on statistical physics 

to the universality in the distributions of protein copy number, which is observed among 

very different populations of biological cells in stationary conditions of growth.    

 

During this internship/thesis, which will be theoretical, we plan to study highly 

simplified models of biological cells, described as open chemical networks using 

stochastic thermodynamics. Stochastic thermodynamics is a branch of classical 

thermodynamics, which is able to describe the dynamics and the fluctuations of 

thermodynamic quantities, thus offering a natural language to understand many recent 

works in Non-equilibrium Statistical Physics, such as Fluctuation theorems, or 

generalizations of the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem out of equilibrium. Over the years, 

we have made various contributions to this field, by developing models for molecular 

motors, biofilaments or manipulated colloids, as done in the thesis of G. Verley defended 

in 2012. 

 

We expect that this internship/thesis will benefit from interactions with 

experimental labs of ESPCI, such as the one of A. Griffith. In this lab, experiments are 

being done on compartimentalized chemical systems using droplets in microfluidic 

devices, which are interesting systems to test the ideas behind this project. 


